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At Claws & Paws, you and your pet are always welcome. It was apparent in my 

short time interviewing Marcus Robinson, the owner, that customers make a point 

to stop by during their dog walks. Or could it be that dogs remember Marcus gives 

free treats? Regardless, returning customers and new visitors alike are grateful for 

this niche store on 11th Street.  

The owner prides himself on quality cat and dog pet supplies to fill a void in the 

surrounding 11th Street pet care market. Marcus says that the big chain stores 

dominate 14th Street, and still many pet owners are unable to find organic and 

holistic pet foods. This educated entrepreneur does not want to compete with the 

chain stores. He just wants to offer what they do not provide for the 11th Street 

community - a thoughtful, research-based approach to caring for your four-legged 

family members. Marcus explained to me that once a pet food company goes BIG 

enough to be stocked in the large chain stores, there is higher risk of contamination 

and salmonella. This statement is backed up by the recent pet food scare from the 

powerhouse Procter & Gamble with its popular Iams brand. Thus, many pet owners 

prefer boutique brands because the foods are done in smaller batches, lessening 

risks to their beloved fur babies. Marcus adds that these boutique brands are only 

sold in specialty pet stores like Claws & Paws. 

He continued with talk about his research and how it helps him decide what to sell 

to his valued customers.  When I asked Marcus to explain his 'research', he started 

talking as if he had read every book on pet care that exists. With a gleam in his eye, 



he went on-and-on about pet health issues, treatments, healthy treats, and the proper 

way to care for a pet.  

Just in our conversations, I could tell that he had a wealth of knowledge about pet 

health - skin, coats, and probiotics - but, he also cares about the wallet of his 

customers!  As a geriatric cat owner, I know the cringe when an owner is told their 

pet needs a "special diet."  All you see are dollar signs floating around that you can't 

reach.  But, Marcus seemed to want to make this pet food issue less painful for this 

community. 

As the interview continued, it was clear that Marcus doesn't just care about your 

furry critters, he acts on it! At neighborhood block parties and other local events, he 

sits out storefront with healthy pet treats in-hand.  During this time, he tries to get 

an idea of what people feed their dogs to determine what holistic, organic foods he 

should have in-stock.  

As I wrote my notes for this 11th Street Insider Guide, a lady with a large breed dog 

strolled in. Immediately Marcus tells me, "Excuse me" and walks over to the new 

visitor to begin a conversation.  Most would expect a long-versed sales pitch, but 

that's not Marcus' style.  He asked about her needs and seemed to actually listen.  

When appropriate, he educated her on the foods that he provides and why he 

provides them. Then, he made suggestions and offered cost alternatives, expressing 

that one brand he carried was cheaper than another brand.  I could tell that this pet-

shop owner genuinely cares about his customers enjoying their pets more and 

longer. Of course, Marcus couldn't let this new customer leave without feeding the 

canine a dog treat!  After the customer left, he versed that his business goal the 

whole time was to provide 11th Street with an opportunity to purchase quality, 

healthy pet food at a reasonable cost. I gathered that. 

You won't find another person who cares about your pet's health almost as much as 

you do.  This ambitious entrepreneur is just what 11th Street ordered. 



 

  



 

  

 


